Eldon Revolutionary Ave. Union Movement

ELRUM under Attack

For those of you who are confused as to ELRUM, aims and goals, I will try to characterize them once more briefly. We are concerned with the unfavorable conditions for blacks existing inside of ELDON Ave., inside of our community, inside our ghetto, any place that racism exists. We are concerned with the well-being of black people and black people alone, if we are not going to be concerned about ourself who will? I am one of the 26 whom were fired unjustly by a corporation that preaches democracy by hiring the hard-core, having programs at our high schools and on the other hand this corporation practices hypocrisy by exploiting use, by unevaluating our qualifications by disrecognizing our character, there is racism existing at ELDON Ave, DODGE, GENERAL MOTOR, FORDS, this is within, but out front these corporations leads all these programs, to fool the public. You and I know that pure racism exist inside these Auto Plants. What happen to use, the 26 whom were fired should be an example to all young black brothers and sisters at ELDON Ave, DODGE, GENERAL MOTOR, FORDS and in our black Ghetto. PLEASE GO TO SCHOOL AND LEARN YOURSELF A TRADE, SO AS TO PREPARE YOURSELF NOT TO WORK FOR A PERSON OR CORPORATIONS THAT WILL NOT AND SHELL NOT CHANGE HIS RACIST ATTITUDE. We must lead ourself or our life. I feel at this time I must say Chrysler Corp. opened my eyes, for me to see the glory, maybe this glory isn't the glory I live for but it is the glory to fauther my ultimate education to the extent where I can help some brother or set an example for some young brother who might want to continue his education. Chrysler Corp. will exploit use as long as we are employed at Chrysler. We must overcome this oppression. Is it wrong to try to correct something that is wrong? This is our main object, maybe some of you dont have the heart to speak-out or stand up for your rights, maybe some of you prefer someone else speaking for you and you follow. Or maybe you prefer being kicked in your rear by the whitey and you say old-well I do have a job. Yes you have a job, man and thats all a rugged ass job with no future.
PROBLEMS

Attention: ELDON Ave. Workers and Management

Note: Al SLEPESKI Foreman of 75 Roll Room

We the black people of ELMUM feel that Mr. Al SLEPESKI wants to have complete control of the men in any dept. This incident happen two months ago, this foreman would like to keep the jobsetters out of the roller room because they work for Fred GUNTER. These jobsetters jobs are in the roller room and 76 dept. We feel if labor relation's Mr. Dawles and other top officials - including the union, would find out the reason for the demonstrations and protesting. This Corp., are more concerned about exploiting use, then he is keeping his foremans in line. This is the kind of thing black people have to endure.

DEPT 72 RACISTS

Ed Bauer strikes again. Last week Bull Dog gave a Brother 5 days off for having his coat on at 2:20 pm. This is unjust and racist. The white men have been getting away with this kind of shit all the time. Let's join together Brothers and Sisters and stop this kind of shit. JOIN E.L.R.U.M.

freedom by any means necessary

CHRYSLER ELDON AVE. ACE TOM

Who is LUE BANKS? A MOLLY-TOMING 2-TON ASS, CONTROL CENTER FOR INFORMATION IN DEPT #79. WATCH WHAT YOU SAY TO THIS TOM, HER MOUTH CONTROLS HER MIND.
SERIOUS BUSINESS!!!

On Feb. 21, 1969 the city of Detroit will come to a standstill. Teachers won't teach, preachers won't preach, workers won't hump and gas stations won't pump. Why? Because on Feb 21 1965 MALCOLM X, gave his life for every black man, woman, and child in this racist land.

For the 400 years we have endured life in this country, we have honored, celebrated and commemorated everything from ground-hogs to the Atlantic Charter. As of today 28 days are set aside for celebrations of one thing or another. Among these 28 days are such days as April fool April 1, St Patricks Day, March 17, Memorial Day, May 31, Thanksgiving day the last Thursday in November an New years day Jan 1.

1) Why we should not work on Feb. 21.
2) Why we should not go to school on Feb. 21.
3) Why we should honor this great black man.

Stop and think!!! What possible relevance could these celebration have to black people? April Fool day could only serve to remind you how the white man is making a damn fool out of all black people. St Patrick's only serves to give dumb ass Uncle Toms an opportunity to parade around in their brand new green suits Memorial Day only serves to remind us how thousands of black brothers gave their lives so that some honky could be free. Thanks giving? Thanks for what? We are still the last hired, first fired, overworked and underpaid people in this country. And New Years Day has all New Year means is that you managed to survive another 365 days in this country known as America.

It is time for Black people to realize that America has No intention of honoring Black men!!!
E.L.R.U.M.'s Watching Chrysler

Has ERLUM been effective since entering ELDON back in Nov. 1968? Why did it take the firing of 25 brothers and sisters for this Corporation to make a snail-paced move? Toward correcting some of the racist conditions? Why can't all of us believe that racism exist in this country?

Since you have been working here how many black people have you seen advanced from a production worker into skilled division or to management? What does the black brothers have going for them as far as advancement? The big thing is to make all the brothers jobsetters. What has happen is; all your white production people with seniority have been advanced to management or skilled trades or apprentice. So who is left to take these jobsetter jobs? "Black brothers" The whitey have be so well orientated by their great white fathers Mr. Horace A. DIAL and Uncle Ben COLLINS, that they think if you are black you are dirty.

You know, I know and the management know, we have brothers that work at ELDON Ave., that are more qualified more capable ---- then 75% of the white management that Chrysler employee. But yet this barbaric Corp. refuse to open the door and disregard our color or our race. We must begin to build a self-image this is very important. At present at ELDON we are fighting a battle which is two-fold: (1) with the union because of its racist practices and (2) with the corporation. I feel this Corp. is our enemy, and man you are in bad shape when you have to depend on your enemy for a job. When you walk through ELDON Ave. door you lose all your rights. Our man Mr. Horace A. DIAL have made a statement, saying if anyone was caught reading ERLUM he would be fired.

The constitution says freedom of speech and freedom of press, Are we to believe this honkey is trying to change the constitutional rights of use, this kind of thing can be challenged.

SUPPORT ERLUM

COME TO ERLUM MEETING
ON SUNDAY 2:00 P.M.
OR CALL TR 3-2550

9049 OAKLAND